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A threshold start-up policy is appealing for manufacturing (service) facilities that incur
a cost for keeping the machine (server) on, as well as for each restart of the server from its
dormant state. Analysis of single product (customer) systems operating under such a policy,
also known as the N-policy, has been available for some time. This article develops math-
ematical analysis for multiproduct systems operating under a cyclic exhaustive or globally
gated service regime and a threshold start-up rule. It pays particular attention to modeling
switchover (setup) times. The analysis extends/unifies existing literature on polling models
by obtaining as special cases, the continuously roving server and patient server polling mod-
els on the one hand, and the standard M/G/1 queue with N-policy, on the other hand. We
provide a computationally efficient algorithm for finding aggregate performance measures,
such as the mean waiting time for each customer type and the mean unfinished work in
system. We show that the search for the optimal threshold level can be restricted to a finite
set of possibilities.
Keywords: polling models, threshold start-up control, dormant/patient server, descendant
sets, globally gated service, queueing theory
1. Introduction
Consider a manufacturing facility that can be modeled by a single server (e.g.,
a system with a single bottleneck station) and produces M different types of products
(or parts). A natural and easy way to implement production control regime for such
systems is the cyclic production policy in which a batch of type i products always
follows a batch of type i−1. The underlying queueing model – a single server cycling
around a fixed route and providing service to queued customers en route – is an
extremely versatile model that can be used to study a variety of telecommunications,
manufacturing, and service systems. For example, the server could represent a token
needed to transmit/receive messages in a local area network, a transportation device
like an automated guided vehicle, a robot attending to several different tasks, or else,
a walking repairman. Such models are called polling models since the server typically
“polls” each queue to determine the number waiting at that queue. Spurred by their
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numerous applications, there have been many recent advances in the analysis of polling
systems and research continues at a feverish pace.
This article is concerned with the analysis of polling systems having a threshold
start-up control policy. Under this policy, once the server becomes dormant (that hap-
pens whenever the system is empty), it would restart only when the number of new
arrivals to the system reaches a critical value. A threshold start-up control regime is
relevant when there are costs, such as wages and energy costs, that are paid only when
the server is available, but not when it is dormant. The optimal threshold is simply 1,
if there are no additional start-up costs. However, in general, there might also be
fixed start-up costs, such as a power surge, requirement of additional personnel, or a
one-time setup. In that case, it makes sense to choose the threshold carefully to realize
the least costly balance between start-up and waiting costs. For single-customer-class
systems with a removable server this threshold start-up policy is widely known as the
N -policy (Heyman and Sobel [11, section 7-2]). In the context of polling systems, we
observe that the mean unfinished work in system does not change monotonically with
respect to the threshold level N . Thus, even in the absence of explicit start-up costs,
higher threshold levels might improve the system performance in terms of the mean
unfinished work in system. This happens on account of the server changeover time
necessary to set up for each different customer class.
In addition to start-up, shut-down, and cycling rules, a polling model must also
specify how many jobs of any one type are processed after each new setup. Some
commonly studied policies include: exhaustive – in which the server empties the queue
before moving on to another, gated – here the server processes only those customers
that it found waiting upon polling the station, and globally gated – in which all gates
are closed at once when the server polls the home station and only those customers that
are in front of their gates are served in the succeeding cycle. In this paper, we develop
a computationally efficient method to calculate the mean waiting time of customers
when either exhaustive (E) or globally gated (GG) service policy is in effect. Following
previous literature, e.g., Resing [14], it is easy to show that the analysis of systems
with a gated (G) service regime, or with some E and some G stations, is similar to that
of systems with E service policy. For this reason, these variations are not discussed.
We show that the search for an optimal N can be restricted to a finite set of candidates,
considerably reducing the necessary computational effort.
There is a large body of literature dealing with polling systems in which the server
never stops, i.e., N = 0. Such models have lately been labeled continuously roving
server models and they are reviewed extensively by Takagi [18–20]. If the server stops
whenever the system is empty and restarts as soon as a new customer arrives, i.e.,
if threshold N = 1, we obtain a special instance of our problem. For the E and G
service regimes, this model has been studied in two recent articles: Eisenberg [7], and
Srinivasan and Gupta [16]. This special case has been called the stopping server regime
by Eisenberg, and the patient server regime by Srinivasan and Gupta. Similar special
cases, i.e., N = 0 and N = 1, of the model with GG service discipline were studied by
Boxma et al. [4] and Borst [2], respectively. Our work can be seen as a generalization
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of these recent studies to any arbitrary threshold level. We provide a new unification
of literature on polling models: by setting N = 0, our model and the entire analysis
reduces to the standard continuously roving server model, and by setting it equal to 1,
a similar match occurs with the patient server model. Similarly, upon setting the
number of customer classes, M = 1, and accounting for some modeling differences,
we obtain the mean waiting time under the well known N -policy for M/G/1 queues.
Such transparent relationships build bridges, where none existed before, and provide
new insights, similar in spirit to the recent work of Srinivasan et al. [17].
The analysis contained in this article uses the descendant sets method [12,16]. It
is similar, for E and G disciplines, to a recent article by Srinivasan and Gupta [16], and
for the GG discipline to the work by Boxma et al. [4] and Borst [2]. For this reason,
we provide only a sketch of our arguments leading to the mean customer waiting
times and the pseudo-conservation law. Interested readers can find these details in the
technical report by Günalay and Gupta [9].
For the E service discipline, we use the simplicity of a symmetric model to find
a critical threshold level N beyond which the system performance measure (pseudo-
conservation law) never improves over what we can obtain by setting N = 0. It is
also easy to show that this result holds, in essence, even when instead of the pseudo-
conservation law, which uses a weight equal to station load for each station, we were to
use arbitrary weights (holding costs). The system performance with N = 0 threshold
is called the base performance level. Although the asymmetric case is more complex,
and therefore an explicit expression for N difficult to find, we can both argue its
existence and obtain an explicit upper bound. The GG service regime leads to simple
enough expressions that we do find an explicit expression for N even for asymmetric
models. Thus, in each case, the optimum threshold can be obtained by searching in a
finite interval, [0,N ].
We include several examples to illustrate the effect of system parameters on N ,
and the optimal threshold N∗. Since we use the same data sets, we are also able to
compare the effectiveness of E and GG strategies, in a limited fashion. For the E
service regime, N∗ and the system performance measure are quite sensitive to the
mean arrival rate and the variance of the switchover times. Performance under the GG
service regime is relatively insensitive to changes in N . When threshold is set at its
optimum value in each case, the E policy always outperforms the GG policy in terms
of the pseudo-conservation law; our overall system performance measure. However,
as figures 1 and 2 demonstrate, if we choose a high threshold level, performance under
the E policy can deteriorate rapidly and this can easily make it much worse than the
GG policy.
Our numerical analysis serendipitously revealed another interesting fact. Perfor-
mance under the GG policy is very sensitive to the order in which queues are visited;
especially for asymmetric models. In fact, the effect of order of visitation appears
to be far greater than the effect of threshold N . This is in direct contrast with the
E policy for which the order of visitation has a very small impact on overall system
performance. Seeing its importance for design of GG controlled systems, we have
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obtained a simple sequencing rule which minimizes the pseudo-conservation law for
a given set of system parameters. The optimal sequence is independent of N .
The plan of this article is as follows. We discuss details of the model and no-
tation in section 2. The analysis needed to find the distribution of queue lengths at
polling instants is presented in section 3. Section 4 contains explicit expressions for
the mean station waiting times and the pseudo-conservation law for both E and GG
service regimes. Numerical experiments and insights are presented in section 5. The
paper concludes in section 6 with a simple rule for determining the optimum order of
visitation for the GG service discipline.
2. Model description and notation
There are M customer (product) types, served by a single server (machine), that
join their own queues (stations) upon arrival. Arrivals at station i are governed by an
independent Poisson process of rate λi. The server visits stations in a cyclic order.
Without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.), this order is assumed to be 1, 2, . . . ,M , 1, . . . .
We denote the work load at a station by ρi = λiE[Bi], the total system load by
ρ =
∑M
i=1 ρi, the overall arrival rate by Λ =
∑M
i=1 λi, and the probability that an
arbitrary arrival is type-i by pi = λi/Λ. Similarly, the time to switch from station i to
station i+ 1 is denoted by Ri, the total switchover time in a cycle by RT =
∑M
i=1 Ri,
service time of type-i customers by Bi, and the busy period generated by a type-i
service by Θi.
Some notational conventions used in this article are as follows. For a random
variable A, we use A(t), Ã(s), E[A] and E[A2] to denote the cumulative distribution
function, the Laplace–Stieltjes transform (LST), the mean, and the second moment,
respectively. When A is discrete then A(z)
4
= E[zA] denotes its probability generating
function (PGF). Single and double prime notation is used to denote, respectively, first
and second derivative with respect to z. The notation n (or z) represents a 1 ×M
vector of ni’s (or zi’s). Thus, 1 and 0 denote a vector in which all ni, i = 1, . . . ,M ,
equal to 1 and 0, respectively. Parameter N is used in parenthesis to emphasize the
dependence of a performance measure on the threshold level. However, this notation
is suppressed until section 5, i.e., until we explicitly consider calculation of optimal
threshold levels.
Under service regime E, the server checks the status of queues at all stations
whenever it finishes its work at any station (thus, ready to switch to the next station);
this instant is called a server-departure epoch. This should not be confused with the
actual instance at which the server leaves a station to begin its switch to the next
station. The latter is called a switch point and this set of observation instants is a
subset of server-departure epochs as explained below.
We define a switch point as the time instant when the server starts a switchover
period. Switch points are either server-departure instants that observe at least one
nonempty queue in the system, or instants at which the server is reactivated and
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commences a switchover immediately. If all queues are empty at a server-departure
epoch from some station, the server becomes idle and remains at that station without
registering a switch point. It lies in this dormant mode until the polling system is
populated by exactly N customers. Service always resumes from the same station
where the server had stopped. Therefore, the server switches immediately after an idle
period only if none of the N arrivals occur to the station where it is idling. When,
on the other hand, service resumes at the same station where the server was idling,
the server must register another server-departure instant upon emptying that station’s
queue, following which it will either switch or commence another idle period.
After passage of an appropriate switchover time, the server arrives at the next
station (ready to serve customers waiting at that station), and this instant is called a
polling instant. Note that the restart of service at station i following an idle period
at that station is not a polling instant. For that purpose, we define station beginning
instants as observation epochs that are either polling instants or instants at which the
server is reactivated following an idle period at that same station. Thus, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the following pairs: station-beginning and server-
departure instants, and polling instants and switch points.
In this article, we are concerned with stationary (steady state) behavior of polling
systems with threshold startup control policy. All performance measures, i.e., queue
lengths and waiting time distributions defined in the article therefore pertain to station-
ary characteristics. Conditions under which stationary distributions exist are discussed
later in this section. We use fi(n1, . . . ,nM ) to denote the stationary joint probability
that the server polls station-i and finds nj customers at station j, j = 1, . . . ,M . The
corresponding PGF is fi(z1, . . . , zM ). Similarly, ki(z1, . . . , zM ), gi(z1, . . . , zM ) and
hi(z1, . . . , zM ) denote partial PGFs of the stationary probability distribution of queue
lengths, and either a type-i station beginning epoch, or a server-departure instant, or a
switch point, respectively. Furthermore, we use uppercase letters in PGFs to indicate
that the event is conditioned on the station type, e.g., Fi(z) is the PGF of queue lengths
given that it is a station i polling instant, and it is calculated as Fi(z) = fi(z)/fi(1),
i = 1, . . . ,M .
The various concepts introduced in the previous two paragraphs apply also to the
GG service model with some minor modifications, which we shall discuss next. Under
the GG service regime, the server checks the status of queues only when it arrives at
the home base, which we choose to be station 1, w.l.o.g. Thus, at a station 1 polling
(system polling) instant the server becomes dormant if it finds the whole system empty,
and stays dormant until a total of N customers accumulate in the system. The N th
arrival re-activates the server and it starts cycling immediately. In the cycle that follows
an idle period exactly N customers are served. But, as in the E service discipline, this
re-start instant at station 1 is not marked as another system polling instant. If the
system is not empty at the system polling instant, then the server processes only those
customers that are already in the system at the polling instant. Let F (z1, . . . , zM )
denote the PGF of queue lengths at a system (station 1) polling instant. Notice that
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unlike the E service discipline, we do not have a partial PGF, or f (·). Also, we do not
need a subscript to denote the station index since the system is polled only at station 1.
For both E and GG disciplines, the server stops only when it finds the system
empty at the appropriate observation epoch. However, depending on the threshold
level, the number of start-up states can vary. Let U (N ) be the set of all states with
exactly N customers in the system. Then,
U (N ) =
{
(n1, . . . ,nM ) ∈ IM+ : n1 + · · ·+ nM = N
}
. (1)




(n1, . . . ,nM ) ∈ U (N ): ni > 0
}
, i = 1, . . . ,M. (2)
Finally, U ci (N )
4
= U (N )\Ui(N ) represents the complement of Ui(N ).
Stability conditions
For threshold startup polling models with exhaustive, gated and globally gated
service policies, the necessary and sufficient stability conditions are (i) ρ < 1, and (ii)
N < ∞. It is also required that time length distributions Bi and Ri have finite first
moments. That these conditions are both necessary and sufficient can be ascertained
by following arguments similar to those presented in Altman et al. [1, lemma 3.1,
proposition 3.2, corollary 3.3]. Although Atlman et al. do not consider threshold
startup polling models, the main reason why their arguments still hold (at least for
E, G and GG regimes) is that the number of customers served at each queue during
a server visit to that queue monotonically increases to ∞ as the number of waiting
customers goes to ∞. This holds even for server visits that occur immediately after
a server idle period. Informally, this can be seen from relationships (29) and (35)
in which the mean cycle lengths (average time elapsed between two server polling
instants at the same station) are derived for E and GG regimes. Both these expressions
are finite only when ρ < 1 and N < ∞. Notice that ϑi and F (0) in (29) and (35)
denote the probabilities of server idling and therefore lie in the interval (0, 1).
3. Queue length distributions at polling instants
Let the reference point be an arbitrary polling instant of station 1, the time period
between two successive polling instants of station 1 be a cycle, and Q1 be the station 1
queue length at the reference point. Then, the “contribution” to Q1 from a test customer
C is a subset of Q1 comprising of all offsprings of C. The complete set of offsprings
of a customer consists of itself, any customers that arrive during its service time, and
all their offsprings. Let Li,c denote the contribution of a type-i customer that is served
c cycles prior to the reference point, and let Li,c(z) represent its PGF. Similarly, let
Ri,c(z) denote the PGF of the contribution of arrivals during a switchover period from
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station i to i + 1, c cycles prior to the reference point. These PGF’s depend on the
service discipline, and procedures for calculating them are presented separately for
each service regime.
Exhaustive service regime
We demonstrate our procedure, w.l.o.g., for station 1. Similar results for other
stations can be obtained simply by rotating the station index. The contribution of a
type-i customer that is served c cycles prior to the reference point Li,c is equal to the
sum of the contributions of all customers (other than type-i) which arrive during its
















i = 1, . . . ,M , c > 0. (3)
Similarly, Ri,c is equal to the sum of the contributions of all customers which arrive
during the type-i switchover period c cycles prior to the reference point, and its PGF















i = 1, . . . ,M , c > 0. (4)
Recall that in expressions (3) and (4), the notation Θ̃i and R̃i denotes the LST of Θi
and Ri, respectively. The boundary conditions for (3) are as follows: L1,−1(z) = z
and Li,−1(z) = 1, for all i > 1. Let p(n) represent the probability of observing state
n ∈ U (N ) at a start-up instant, and ui,c(n, z) denote the PGF of the total contribution
to Q1 from this state when the server is at station i, c cycles prior to the reference
point. Then we have
p(n) =
N !















nj , i = 1, . . . ,M , c > 0. (6)
Next, we present the main result of this section, which is obtained by allowing gener-
alized start-up functions in equations (4)–(16) of Srinivasan and Gupta [16]. Details
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of this derivation can be found in [9]. The PGF of the stationary distribution of the
queue length of station 1 at a polling instant is













where the following definitions have been used:
Φ = f1(1), (8)














Rk,l(z), i = 1 . . . ,M , c > 0. (11)
The scaled empty system probabilities ϑi, i = 1, . . . ,M , and the constant Φ can be
calculated by following a method of solving M linear equations in as many unknowns.
These linear equations have the following form:
M∑
i=1
a(j)i ϑi = b













The superscript j indicates that the reference point is a station j polling instant. We
use Li,c(z) to denote the PGF of the joint contribution to all queues Qk, k = 1, . . . ,M ,
by a type-i customer served c cycles prior to the reference point. Similarly, Ri,c(z),
i = 1, . . . ,M , c > 0, is defined as the PGF of the total joint contribution to all queues
from a station i to i+ 1 switchover period, c cycles prior to the reference point. Then,
setting z = 0 and using the fact that the system is never empty at a polling instant,
i.e., fi(0) = 0, i = 1, . . . ,M , we obtain equation (12). After evaluating ϑi, we obtain
Φ by summing up equation (8) for all i, and using the normalization
∑M






i=1 ϑi(1− (1− pi)N )
. (15)
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Globally gated service regime
It is clear from the description of the GG model in section 2 that arrivals during
cycle c > 0 are served in cycle c − 1, unless they arrive during the idle period.
Therefore, PGFs of contributions of arrivals during a service time and the sum of








, i = 1, . . . ,M , c > 0, (16)
and







, c > 0. (17)
Notice that in GG model, we are concerned only with the PGF of the total contributions
of arrivals during the sum of all switchover times. This happens because arrivals during
switchover times incurred c cycles prior to the reference point are always served in
the cycle indexed c − 1. The boundary conditions are the same as E service model,
i.e., L1,−1(z) = z and Lj,−1 = 1, for all j > 1.
The PGF of the sum of contributions to Q1 from each customer present in the




L1,c(z),L2,c(z), . . . ,LM ,c(z)
)
.
By definition, Fc(z) must be equal to the sum of contributions from those customers
that were present c+1 cycles ago, plus additional contributions from all those customers
that arrive during switchover periods of the (c+ 1)st cycle. If the system is empty at
the previous polling instant and the server restarts with system in state n ∈ U (N ), then










c > −1. (18)
Setting c = −1 in equation (18) and then, writing F−1(z) in terms of F0(z) and
F0(z) in terms of F1(z) and so on, we obtain an infinite recursion. Using arguments
similar to the E service discipline models, we simplify this expression and obtain the
following PGF of station 1 queue length at an arbitrary system polling instant
F (z, 1, . . . , 1) = F−1(z) =
[ ∞∏
c=0









where J1,c(z) is defined as in equation (10), and F (0) is the empty system probability
at a polling instant.
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The empty system probability can be calculated as in the E service model. How-
ever, here the emptiness of the system matters only when it occurs at a system polling
instant. We denote this probability by F (0). It is obtained by first writing equation (19)










4. The mean waiting times
We use queue length distributions at polling instants to calculate the mean waiting
times. Note that, for M/G/1 queues with N > 1 start-up threshold, Fuhrmann–
Cooper decomposition applies to the distribution of number in the system, but not to
the distribution of time in the system (see Cooper [6, exercise 12, part h, pp. 222–223]
and Fuhrmann and Cooper [8]). However, as we show next, we can obtain expressions
for mean waiting times and the pseudo-conservation law for both E and GG service
models.
Exhaustive service regime
Let Π1(z) denote the PGF for the stationary distribution of queue lengths at a
departure instant of a type-1 customer. If we treat each server departure instant from
station 1 as the start of a server vacation, the following station 1 beginning instant as
the end of that vacation, and apply the Stochastic Decomposition Theorem (Fuhrmann
and Cooper [8, proposition 2]) for M/G/1 queues with server vacations, we obtain
Π1(z, 1, . . . , 1) =
k1(1)− k1(z, 1, . . . , 1)
k′1(1)
· (1− ρ1)B̃1(λ1 − λ1z)
B̃1(λ1 − λ1z)− z
. (21)
Differentiating equation (21) with respect to z and then setting z = 1, we get the
expected queue length of station 1 at a customer departure instant, which is also the
average queue length at station 1 at an arbitrary observation epoch (see, e.g., [6, pp.
186–188]). Then, using Little’s law the mean waiting time of type-1 customers can








Recall that a station beginning instant is either a polling instant or an instant at
which the server is reactivated following an idle period at the same station. Therefore,
the PGF of the queue length at an arbitrary station 1 beginning instant is
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Substituting from equation (7), we can simplify k1(z, 1, . . . , 1) as follows:

















where u1,−1(n, z) = zn1 for n ∈ U (N ).
Next, defining γi,c = (λi/λ1)L′i,c(1), i = 1, . . . ,M , c > −1, then differentiating
equation (24) with respect to z two times, and setting z = 1, we obtain









































































Notice that in equation (26), we have presented a much simplified form of the second
factorial moment. Since the mean queue length at a station 1 beginning instant can
also be written as k′1(1) = Φλ1(1 − ρ1)E[C], we have the following new definition




1− ρ . (29)
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Another way of calculating k′′i (1), i = 1, . . . ,M , is to differentiate functional
relations for joint queue lengths twice and to then set z = 1. This method requires
the solution of M3 equations in that many unknowns in order to get the M terms
of interest (see, e.g., [18]). But the coefficient matrix of this equation set is sparse
and symmetric, and upon carefully manipulating its rows, we are able to relate the
weighted sum of the second derivatives of ki(z) to their first derivatives. The latter
can be written explicitly in terms of system parameters. By substituting this weighted

































1− ρ , (31)






















i = 1, . . . ,M. (32)
The above expression is explicit if the (scaled) empty system probabilities ϑi, i =
1, . . . ,M , are calculated from (12). In equations (30) and (31) by putting N = 0
we get, respectively, the mean waiting time and the pseudo-conservation law for the
system in which the server never stops [3]. Similarly, when N = 1 is substituted, we
get the corresponding results for the patient server model [16]. Note that, Srinivasan
and Gupta [16] define the switchover times differently: in their notation station i →
i+ 1 switchover time is denoted by Ri+1.
Globally gated service regime
Since the server stops upon finding the system empty at a system polling instant,
a cycle might contain an idle period. We denote this idle period by the random
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variable I . Also, we define the portion of the cycle time in which the server is busy
serving customers or switching from one station to the next as the busy segment and
denote it by the random variable S. Thus, C = I + S.
If the server becomes idle at a polling instant, it remains idle until N customers
accumulate in the system. Therefore, I has a N -phase Erlang distribution with proba-






and higher moments can be calculated similarly.
Next, we use workload balancing arguments under stationary conditions to derive
an expression for the mean cycle length. Under stationary conditions, the expected
workload reduction during the busy segment of a cycle must be sufficient to offset the
expected workload increase during the entire cycle (recall that C = I + S). Notice
that this means that the workload reduction possible during the expected length of the
cycle is strictly greater than the expected increase in workload during one cycle, which
is the key condition for stability derived in Altman et al. [1, remark, p. 42]. Therefore,
the busy segment must be equal to the sum of all switchover times (in a cycle) and
the service times of all customers that arrive during an average cycle, i.e.,




Using relations (33) and (34) we obtain
E[C] =
E[RT ] +NF (0)/Λ
1− ρ . (35)
We further classify customers with respect to the server status at their arrival
instant. A customer who finds the server idle is class-I and a customer who finds the
server busy (with service or switching) is a class-S customer. Then, the mean waiting










where PI and PS are the probabilities that a customer belongs to class-I and class-S,
respectively (PI + PS = 1). Similarly, E[W Ii ] and E[W
S
i ] denote the mean waiting
time of a type-i customer which belongs to class-I and class-S, respectively.
A class-I customer finds the system empty upon its arrival. Recall that F (0) is
the probability of finding the system empty at a system polling instant. However, PI
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Now, we analyze the waiting time distribution of an arbitrary type-i customer with
respect to its class. Consider a tagged type-i customer that also belongs to class-I , then
its waiting time W Ii is composed of the following periods: the remainder of the idle
period, the delay due to the service and switchover times of station-j, j = 1, . . . , i−1,
and the delay due to the service times of type-i customers which arrive during the


















In case the tagged type-i customer belongs to class-S, the next cycle has no idle
period and the waiting time of such a customer, WSi , is composed of the following:
residual length of the busy segment in which it arrives, total service time of all type-
j, j < i, arrivals during the same residual length of the busy segment, total service
time of all type-j, j 6 i, (including type-i customers who arrive before the tagged
customer in the same cycle) arrivals during the portion of the busy segment that has



















In continuously roving server (N = 0) case all customers belong to class-S, and hence
the above relationship can also be obtained from equation (26) in Boxma et al. [4].


















The distribution of the busy segment can be calculated using the PGF of joint queue
lengths at system polling instants. Note that the queue length of any station at a system
polling instant is equal to the number of arrivals to that station during the previous
busy segment S. Therefore,
F (1, . . . , 1, zi, 1, . . . , 1) = S̃(λi − λizi), i = 1, . . . ,M. (41)
Thus, the second moment of the busy segment can be obtained by differentiating











Λ2E[R2T ] +N (N − 1)F (0)





j ] + 2ρE[RT ]
2(1− ρ2)
)
, i = 1, . . . ,M. (42)
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In equation (42) by setting N = 0 and N = 1 we can obtain results of Boxma
et al. [4] for the continuously roving server model, and Borst [2] for the dormant
server model, respectively. Also, from the same equation we can derive the pseudo-











ρ(Λ2E[R2T ] +N (N − 1)F (0))






j ] + 2ρ
2E[RT ]
2(1− ρ) . (43)
5. Numerical results
In this section, we set out to calculate the threshold level that minimizes the
mean unfinished work in system. Although it is difficult to obtain an explicit expres-
sion for the optimum threshold (since empty system probabilities cannot be calculated
explicitly) we do manage to show that there exists a (finite) critical threshold level N
that bounds the optimum N∗. Thus, it suffices to enumerate system performance in
the interval [0,N ] only, in order to find the optimum threshold level. Recall that in
previous sections we omitted parameter N and simply used W to denote the waiting
time. However, since in this section we want to investigate the effect of the threshold
level on the waiting time, we use notation W (N ) for the waiting time in a system with
the threshold level N . We also show argument N for all other relevant notation (e.g.,
cycle length C, empty system probabilities ϑi’s, etc.) to emphasize their dependence
on the threshold level. Finally, W (N ) is used to denote the mean unfinished work
in system (also called the pseudo-conservation law) and this quantity is the primary
measure of system performance in all numerical examples reported here.
We construct 7 examples – three for symmetric, and four for asymmetric systems,
and examine the optimum threshold level for E and GG service regimes. All examples
have 5 stations. Data sets I, II and III correspond to symmetric systems. Data sets I
and II have Λ = 0.1, and exponential service times with mean E[B] = 0.4. In data
set I, the switchover time has an exponential distribution with E[R] = 1, and in set
II, the switchover time is either 1 with probability 0.9, or 100 with probability 0.1.
Data set III has the same switchover time and service time distribution as set II, but
the total arrival rate Λ = 1.
All asymmetric systems have the following common parameters: ρ = 0.04,
λi = 0.02, i = 1, . . . , 5, and service time distributions are exponential with station 1
having 75% of the total work load, i.e., E[B1] = 1.5 and E[Bj] = 0.125, j > 1. For
data set IV, Ri is either 1 with probability 0.9, or 100 with probability 0.1, for all i.
For data set V, R5 is either 20 or 95 with probabilities 0.8 and 0.2, and for data set
VI, R5 is either 64 or 130 with probabilities 0.75 and 0.25, respectively. Ri, i < 5,
are identical in data sets IV, V and VI. Notice that E[R5] equals 10.9, 35 and 80.5
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for data IV, V and VI, respectively, and Var(R5) remains (almost) unchanged at 880.
Data VII is a copy of data VI, with the only difference that R5 and R1 have been
switched. Thus, while station 1 is still the heavily loaded station, E[R1] = 80.5, and
E[Rj] = 10.9, j = 2, 3, 4, 5.
Exhaustive service regime
Let Ri = R, Bi = B and λi = λ, i = 1, . . . ,M , i.e., suppose we have a
symmetric system. Then, λi = Λ/M , ρi = ρ/M and pi = 1/M . Furthermore, the
empty system probabilities ϑi are same for all stations, and we denote them by ϑ(N ),
N > 0. Symmetry allows us to greatly simplify the analysis presented in the previous






M (ΛE[R] +Nϑ(N ))
Λ(1− ρ) . (44)
Since there is only one empty system probability to find, equations (12) reduce to
a single equation, and the threshold dependent terms Ji,c(0), i = 1, . . . ,M , and c > 0,










where η̄i,c is the average of Lj,c(0) terms, that is,

















(N − 1 + (M − 1)ΛE[R])Nϑ(N ) + Λ2(E[R2] + (M − 1)E[R]2)
2Λ(Nϑ(N ) + ΛE[R])
+
ΛE[B2] + ρ(M − 1)E[R]
2(1 − ρ) . (47)
Remark. By setting M = 1, we obtain the mean waiting time for the M/G/1 queue
model operating under the N -policy (Heyman and Sobel, [10, pp. 444–447]). Note
that for a single station model the switchover time is zero, i.e., E[R] = 0, and the
system is empty at all server departure epochs, i.e., ϑ(N ) = 1. Upon substituting these










2(1 − ρ) . (48)
Accounting for differences in notation, equation (48) is the same as equation (11-117a)
of Heyman and Sobel [10, p. 445]. Similarly, upon setting M = 1 and E[RT ] = 0
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in equation (42) of the GG service policy, we obtain equation (48). This makes
sense since the GG service discipline behaves exactly like the E service discipline
when M = 1; at every server departure instant from station 1, the server immediately
restarts working at the same queue, unless the system is empty.
Liu et al. [13] have shown that for symmetric systems a patient server (N = 1) is
superior to the continuously roving server protocol (N = 0) for minimizing unfinished
work in system. From the explicit representation of expected work in system in
equation (47), it is easy to confirm this result from our analysis as well. What is even
more interesting that we can use the N = 0 model as a benchmark to find a range
of values 1 6 N 6 N outside which W (N ) > W (0) (or equivalently E[W (N )] >
E[W (0)], because of symmetry).
Theorem 1. For symmetric systems with E service regime, there exists a N > 1, such
that W (N ) > W (0) for N > N , where






Proof. Let ∆(N ) 4= W (N )−W (0). Then using equation (47) we obtain
∆(N ) =
[(N − 1)E[R] − ΛE[R2]]Nρϑ(N )
2ΛE[R](Nϑ(N ) + ΛE[R])
. (50)
Since ϑ(N ) > 0 for all N > 0, ∆(N ) > 0 if and only if N > 1 + ΛE[R2]/E[R].
Thus, setting N to be 1 plus the integer floor of ΛE[R2]/E[R] completes the proof. 
Theorem 1 is useful since in order to find the optimum threshold level, N∗, it is
now sufficient to enumerate W (N ), in the interval [1,N ]. Furthermore, we strongly
believe that the optimal N is the smallest positive integer for which the mean unfinished
work in system increases upon increasing the threshold by 1. There are two lines of
reasoning behind this belief. First, in all numerical experiments, W (N ) has turned out
to be convex in the threshold level N whenever 0 6 N 6 N . Secondly, we have
been able to prove certain properties of underlying functions that suggest convexity
(though we lack formal proof). For example, we have been able to show that ϑ(N ) is
convex and strictly decreasing in N , and that Nϑ(N ) is strictly increasing in N . In
order to establish convexity of E[W (N )] (and thus of W (N ), in the symmetric case),
we need to show that Nϑ(N ) is concave in [0,N ]. Although, our analysis suggests
that Nϑ(N ) should increase in N with a decreasing rate, a formal proof eludes us
since that requires an explicit expression for ϑ(N ); a quantity that we can only find
numerically.
Like their symmetric counterparts, asymmetric systems also have a critical thresh-
old level N after which increasing the start-up threshold does not improve system per-
formance. Notice that in this case, the optimum threshold can be 0 (see Srinivasan and
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Gupta [16] for some examples). Unfortunately, it is difficult to find N in an explicit
form similar to relationship (49). However, as the following theorem proves, there
exists an upper bound for the critical threshold N .
Theorem 2. For asymmetric systems with E service regime, there exists a N > 1,
such that W (N ) > W (0) for N > N , where






Proof. For the asymmetric model, using equations (31) and (32) the difference func-
tion ∆(N ) can be written as
∆(N ) =










(1− ρ) . (52)
Since Yi > 0 for all i = 1, . . . ,M ,
∆(N ) >





i=1 ϑi(N ) + ΛE[RT ])
. (53)
Thus, N > 1 + ΛE[R2T ]/E[RT ] is sufficient to ensure that ∆(N ) > 0 (since ϑi(N ) >
0). Hence, the theorem is proved. 
The optimum threshold levels N∗ and the critical threshold value N for each
symmetric system data set are presented in table 1. Notice that the critical thresh-
old level N increases with increasing variance of switchover time, and with increas-
ing total arrival rate (as seen in equation (49)). However, at high arrival rates the
mean waiting time appears to be robust with respect to the threshold level and small
changes in N do not change E[W (N )] (or W (N )) significantly (see the third row of
table 1).
Performance of systems corresponding to data sets IV, V, VI and VII, as measured
by pseudo-conservation law is shown in figure 1. We observe that, asymmetric systems
have a finite critical threshold value N and that N is influenced a great deal by the
total arrival rate and the variance of switchover times. The critical threshold level N
and, thus, N∗ decrease when the mean switchover time to the heavily loaded station is
large relative to the mean switchover times to low traffic stations. We also observe that
Table 1
Symmetric systems input data.
Data set N N∗ E[W (0)] E[W (N∗)] W (0) W (N∗)
I 1 1 3.100 2.292 0.124 0.092
II 10 3 68.638 56.148 2.746 2.246
III 92 45 82.513 81.875 33.005 32.750
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Figure 1. Exhaustive service regime.
the right-hand side of inequality (51) is not affected by this decrease in N , implying
that the upper bound is relatively more loose when both processing and switchover
times are not balanced.
Globally gated service regime
Since in the GG service systems, there is only one unknown empty system prob-
ability, F (0), the analysis of asymmetric systems is not any harder than symmetric
ones. Furthermore, even in symmetric GG systems the mean waiting times differ from
one station to the next. They depend significantly on the order of station visitation
(sequence). In contrast, station mean waiting times in symmetric E service models
are obviously not affected by the order of visitation, and furthermore, the impact of
sequencing is small even in asymmetric models.
In a recent study, Borst [2] showed that for a fixed sequence the dormant server
(N = 1) model dominates the continuously roving model in the sense of having a
smaller mean unfinished work in system. Now, we extend his results to find the
optimum threshold value N∗. Using N = 0 model as a benchmark, theorem 3 presents
a range of threshold levels, [1,N ], that contains the optimum threshold level. We omit
the proof of this theorem, since it is similar to the exhaustive service case.
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Table 2
Symmetric GG service models.
Data set N N∗ W (0) W (N∗)
I 1 1 0.209 0.144
II 13 5 5.962 5.176
III 138 68 50.445 50.444
Figure 2. Globally gated service regime.
Theorem 3. For GG service systems, there exists a N > 1, such that W (N ) > W (0)
for N > N , where






For symmetric system examples (data sets I, II and III) optimum threshold level
N∗ and the critical value N are presented in table 2. Performance of asymmetric
systems corresponding to data sets IV, V, VI and VII, is shown in figure 2.
Notice that, both N∗ and N values are almost the same for E and GG service
regimes. However, when optimum threshold values are used, the mean unfinished work
in system for E service regime is considerably less than that of GG service model.
Comparison of figures 1 and 2 shows that although E service model performs better
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Figure 3. Sequence effect.
than GG service model when thresholds are chosen optimally, this advantage is quickly
lost as N becomes large.
Even in asymmetric GG systems, the performance measure is not affected signif-
icantly by the threshold level. Furthermore, when switchover times are large, W (N )
varies even less with N . When switchover times are interchanged (see data VI and
VII), the performance measure is affected significantly by this change; even though
the optimum threshold does not change much. This unusual effect led us to investi-
gate the impact of the order of visiting stations. We generated all possible sequences
for data VI and identified the best and worst sequences for the performance measure
W (N ). We found that sequence can affect the performance measure significantly and
that its effect is independent of N . Figure 3 shows the performance measure for the
best and worst sequences for the GG service regime. In contrast, the maximum spread
between the best and the worst sequence for the E service regime was at most 4.3% for
N 6 25. Therefore, the third curve in figure 3, marked “exhaustive”, represents W (N )
that corresponds to the best sequence for each threshold level under the E policy. Note
that in this case, the best sequence may be different for different values of N .
6. Extensions
The mean unfinished work in system is affected by the order in which the server
visits stations. Our numerical studies show that the E service systems are relatively
insensitive to the sequence in which stations are arranged. However, the sequence has a
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large effect on the mean unfinished work in system for GG service models. Therefore,
we next show how our analysis can be used to provide an optimal sequence.
We assume that there are no physical or user defined constraints in regard to
ordering of stations in the system and let Ω denote the set of all possible sequences.
Then Ω is the set of all possible permutations of the 1×M vector representing station
sequences, and |Ω| = M !. For a sequence ω ∈ Ω, the station index at location i, for
i = 1, . . . ,M , is given by ω(i) = j, j = 1, . . . ,M . Theorem 4, gives the ordering rule
for generating the optimal sequence of stations.
Theorem 4. In a GG service system with N -threshold start-up policy the best se-






, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1. (55)
Proof. Given that ω∗ satisfies equation (55) we want to show that from any sequence
ω ∈ Ω, and ω 6= ω∗, we can construct the sequence ω∗ by a finite number of in-
terchanges involving neighboring stations, such that at each interchange the objective
function, i.e., W (N ), improves. Since ω 6= ω∗, there exists at least one pair of stations
that does not satisfy equation (55). Let (k, k+1) be the first such pair in the sequence,







By switching stations in kth and (k + 1)th place in the sequence, we obtain a new
sequence ω′ such that ω′(i) = ω(i), i 6= k, k+1, and ω′(k) = ω(k+1) and ω′(k+1) =
ω(k). Let ∆ = W (N ,ω) − W (N ,ω′), where W (N ,ω) and W (N ,ω′) denote the
objective function of sequences ω and ω′, respectively. From equation (43) we get
∆ = ρω(k+1)E[Rω(k)]− ρω(k)E[Rω(k+1)]. (57)
From equation (56), ∆ is clearly positive. Thus, by switching stations in kth and (k+
1)th positions, we improve the objective function. Proceeding with such interchanges,
the number of stations which do not satisfy equation (55) decreases, and at each step
the objective function improves. The sequence ω∗ is reached after a finite number of
interchanges [15]. Note that when E[Ri]/ρi = E[Rj]/ρj , for some i and j, ω∗ is not
a unique sequence. 
Fortunately, the best sequence for the GG service regime does not depend on the
threshold level N . Thus, first finding the best sequence of stations and then searching
for the optimum threshold level in the [1,N ] range will give the minimum mean
unfinished work in system.
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